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Abstract
Small nuclear reactors without the need for on-site refuelling have greater simplicity, better
compliance with passive safety systems, and are more adequate for countries with small electric
grids and limited investment capabilities. The Fixed Bed Nuclear Reactor (FBNR) is based on the
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) technology. FBNR is an integrated primary circuit and simple in
design. It has the characteristics of being small, modular, inherently safe and passively cooled
reactor with reduced adverse environmental impact. The spherical fuel elements are fixed in the
suspended core by the flow of water coolant. Any accident will signal cutting off of power to the
coolant pump causing a stop in the flow. These results in making the fuel elements fall out of the
reactor core by the force of gravity and become stored in the passively cooled fuel chamber under
subcritical condition. Therefore, the simplicity and passive safety characteristics of the reactor in
the ambit of a well dominated technology, makes it a viable option for the near future deployment.
1. Introduction
The Fixed Bed Nuclear Reactor (FBNR) is a simplified version of the fluidized bed nuclear reactor
concept [1-75]. In this reactor the spherical fuel elements are at a fixed position in the core thus
there is no concern about the consequences of frictions between the fuel elements that may be raised
about the fluidized bed concept. In that case there is a need to study the degree of erosion in order to
consider in determining the clad thickness. There is little work done on the fixed bed nuclear
reactor concept so far, but the experience gained from the fluidized bed reactor will greatly facilitate
the development of the fixed bed concept.
2. Reactor description and applications
The FBNR is based on the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) technology. The reactor is modular in
design and each module is fuelled in the factory thus the fuelled modules in the sealed form are
transported to and from the site. FBNR has long fuel cycle time and therefore there is no need
forof refuelling the reactor on site.
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The Fixed Bed Nuclear Reactor is modular in design such that any size of reactor can be constructed
from the basic module. It is an integrated primary system design. The basic module has in its upper
part the reactor core and a steam generator and in its lower parts the fuel chamber. The core
consists of a 25-cm diameter zircaloy tube in which, during the reactor operation, the spherical fuel
elements are held together by the coolant flow in a fixed bed configuration forming a suspended
core. The fuel chamber is a 10-cm diameter tube made of high neutron absorbing alloy, which is
directly connected underneath the core tube. A steam generator of the shell and tube type is
integrated into the upper part of the module. A thin neutron absorber shell slides inside the core
tube, acting similar to a control rod. The reactor is provided with a pressurizer system to keep the
coolant at a constant pressure. Each module has independently a pump. A crown type header on the
top of the reactor joins and connects all the modules to a common system where the entering and
outgoing fluids are integrated into a unique system.
The pump circulates the coolant inside the module moving up through the fuel chamber, the core,
and the steam generator and thereafter flows back down to the pump through the concentric annular
passage. At a certain pump velocity, the water coolant carries up the 8 mm diameter spherical fuel
elements from the fuel chamber into the core. A fixed suspended core in the upper part of the
module is formed. In the shut down condition, the suspended core breaks down and the fuel
elements leave the core and fall back into the fuel chamber.
Any signal from any detector due to any type of accident will cut-off power from the pump, causing
the fuel elements to leave the core and fall back into the fuel chamber by the force of gravity, where
they remain in a highly subcritical and passively cooled condition. The fuel chambers are cooled by
natural convection transferring heat to the surrounding air or to a pool of water.
A detailed heat transfer analysis of the fuel elements has shown that due to a high convective heat
transfer coefficient and a large heat transfer surface to volume ratio, the maximum power extracted
from the reactor core is not limited to the material temperature limits, but to the mass flow of the
coolant corresponding to the allowed pumping power ratio. The core tube is designed in a slightly
conical shape in order to decrease the coolant velocity along the height of the reactor, thus causing a
compacting effect and securing a stable fixed bed.
The proposed reactor concept is very flexible in nature, and makes devising of many types of
designs possible such as follows:
2.1 Fixed bed with supercritical steam as coolant
The concept of a direct cycle reactor operating at supercritical pressure is attractive for improving
the thermal efficiency drastically to enhance the resulting environmental protection. The reactor
combines the fixed bed concept with the idea of using direct cycle reactor operating at supercritical
pressure proposed by Oka [76]. The supercritical steam is used as the reactor coolant. The critical
pressure of water is 221 bar. When the reactor operates at 250 bar, the supercritical water does not
exhibit a change in phase and the concept of boiling does not exist. The water density decreases
continuously with temperature.
The coolant entering temperature, on the lower part of the bed, is 310 ºC and the exit temperature,
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on the upper part of the bed, is 416 ºC. Therefore, the water density decreases continuously from
0.725 to 0.137 g/cm3 along the bed. This is an important factor in causing the bed to become a
more compact and having fixed core. The recommended pressure of 250 bars is due to the smooth
and mild variation of density with pressure in this region resulting in stability of flow in the core.
The power production is much higher in this option as the difference in inlet and outlet enthalpy is
much higher than a simple pressured or even boiling reactor. The plant thermal efficiency is
estimated to exceed 40%. The turbines will be smaller compared with the light water reactors by
adopting the supercritical steam as the coolant. The superheated steam is fed directly into the
turbine. The steam-water separation is not needed for direct cycle reactor. Some other advantages
of such a choice besides the high thermal efficiency, will have smaller turbine, no steam generators,
and reduced waste heat.
2.2 Fixed bed with helium gas as coolant
In this option, the fixed bed is cooled by helium gas yielding all the advantages of a gas cooled
reactor including high efficiency and utilization of direct gas turbine. In this case we have a fast
nuclear reactor system.
2.3 Fluidized bed with water as coolant
The power density may significantly be increased by fluidizing the bed. The increase in turbulence
of the coolant will allow a significant increase in power generation. In this case the effects of flow
on the homogeneity of the fluidized bed porosity and physical interaction between fuel elements
need to be further studied.
2.4 Fluidized bed with supercritical steam as coolant
This option still takes advantage of further increase in heat transfer rate and higher temperature
steam production leading to still a more efficient system.
3. Special features of FBNR
The reactor is shop fabricated and has no large or heavy components. The safety features of the
reactor allow it to be built within or near urban areas. The long fuel life of the reactor makes it
appropriate for isolated remote places without infrastructure. It can supply energy to the floating
power plant. The reactor is equally appropriate for electricity generation, district heating, seawater
desalination, process steam production, or any such combined applications.
The combination of a nuclear power reactor with water desalination plant can most economically be
utilized because the higher the temperature and pressure of steam used in a turbine, the lower the
cost of electricity produced. For fractional distillation, on the other hand, steam at low temperature
and pressure is needed and the greater part of input heat is the latent heat of steam. Therefore, the
power production and desalination systems may be advantageously combined. A 100 MWe FBNR
power plant when employed in a dual purpose plant for producing both power and water will
produce 70 MWe of electricity and about 130,000 m3/day of desalinated water.
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4. Major design and operating characteristics
The thermal production is about 30 Mwt per module. The power production depends on the choice
made in respect to the power fraction allowed to feed the coolant pump. The reactor can be
designed to produce double or triple of this power and to be load following or simply to operate on
the base load regime.
There are two options are envisaged for the fuel elements. One the zircaloy cladded uranium dioxide
spherical fuel pellets, and the other spherical fuel elements made from TRISO type coated particles.
The enrichment for theUO2 option is about 3% and for the coated particle is about 8%. The coolant
and moderator are light water. In the coated particle option, graphite also contributes to the neutron
moderation. The module size will depend on the fuel type used and the enrichment allowed. For
example, for a water cooled uranium dioxide fuelled reactor, the core module diameter is 25 Cm. In
the case of using coated fuel particles, the core tube may need to be larger.
In the UO2 option, the typical values for reactor parameters are similar to the ones for conventional
pressurized water reactors. FBNR is essentially a PWR with spherical fuel elements instead of
cylindrical ones having a harder neutron spectrum. The moderator to fuel volume ratio in FBNR is
about 0.8 in comparison to about 2 in the conventional PWR.
The reactor does not use burnable poison and the reserve reactivity is the fuel, which remains in the
fuel chamber outside the core. For long time reactivity insertion, the fuel is allowed to enter the
core by lifting up the core height limiter. The absorber shell is used for fine and short time
reactivity control.
The pressurized water cooled reactor operating at 160 bars with inlet/outlet temperatures of 290 and
326 C. will have about 33% efficiency, but the reactor cooled by supercritical steam will produce an
efficiency of more than 40%.
The high ratio of surface to volume ratio for spherical fuel elements causes excellent heat transfer
conditions resulting in low maximum to average fuel temperatures. In the case of the coated fuel
particles, the situation is still more favourable as the fuel stands at very high temperatures. The
coolant flow rate is about 16 Cm/sec. The core is cooled by forced convection, but the residual heat
produced in the fuel chamber is cooled by natural convection.
5. Fuel Options
There are wo options are proposed for the FBNR fuel elements:
1. A 8 mm diameter spherical fuel element made of uranium dioxide with the density of 10.5
g/cm3, cladded by zircaloy.
2. A 8 mm diameter spherical fuel element made of compacted Micro-Fuel-Elements (MFE) with
the density of 5.9 g/cm3, cladded by silicon carbide.
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MFE are coated particles and are similar to TRISO fuel with outer diameters about 2 mm. They
consist of 1.5 - 1.64 mm diameter uranium dioxide spheres coated with 3 layers. The inner layer is
of 0.09 mm thick porous pyrolytic carbide (PYC) with density of 1 g/cm3 called a buffer layer,
providing space for gaseous fission products. The second layer is of 0.02 mm thick dense PYC
(density of 1.8 g/cm3) and the outer layer is 0.07 - 0.1 mm thick corrosion resistant silicon carbide
(SiC). Ceramic protection films, manufactured by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method, create
resistance of graphite components against water and steam at high temperatures (450°- 550° C at
normal operating conditions and up to 1400° C at accidental conditions ). Small fuel elements are
able to confine fission products indefinitely at a temperature less than 1400° C.
In order to create additional inhibition to power excursion, the isotopes of Lu175 /Lu176 or Ta181/Ta182
may be added to the fuel. Harms [78] argue that introducing a large Doppler effect isotope such as
tantalum (Ta181 ) into the fuel, in the case of a power excursion it absorbs much neutrons producing
Ta182 which in turn having a large neutron capture cross section absorbs still more neutrons. This
tandem effect must further be studied.
6. Technical features and technological approaches
6.1. Economics and maintainability
The simplicity of design, short construction period, and the reactor being modular in design, result
in much smaller capital investment compared to a conventional PWR. The provision of small units
match the energy needs as they arise, instead of providing large units to meet the uncertain energy
requirements of the future. This will avoid the necessity of a large present investment thus
simplifying the raising of the needed funds.
The elimination of on-site refuelling and long core life reduces the operation and maintenance costs
of the reactor. The lack of burnable poison contributes greatly to the neutron economy and thus
requires lower fuel enrichment. The simplicity of fabrication of fuel elements for FBNR compared,
for example, to the fuel assembly in a PWR contributes to reduced costs.
The inherent safety feature of the reactor allows the possibility of having it operate totally by
computers avoiding human operating errors and reducing costs. Only an inspection and
maintenance group is required to periodically do check up and maintenance of various reactors
located in different localities.
The total electrical energy production cost from the FBNR is estimated at 21 in $/MWh unit. The
capital cost being about 16, the fuel cost 3, and the operation cost of 2. This cost value does
compete well with alternative energy sources. The reactor being small, shop fabricated, requiring
short construction period of about 2 years, involves relatively small investment of about 1000
$/Kwe, and meets the incremental increase in energy demands, thus making it an attractive capital
investment.
The total investment requirement to design, construct, and commission the FBNR including
investment during construction, is such that the necessary investment funds can easily be raised.
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The risk of investment in FBNR is sufficiently low to be acceptable to investors compared to the
risk of investment in other energy projects. The FBNR by its nature is a good long-term investment
opportunity.
6.2. Provisions for sustainability, waste management, and minimum adverse environmental
impacts.
The inherent safety feature and smallness of the reactor make it impossible to have a large release of
radioactivity to the environment. However, the envisaged simple underground containment will, as
a defense-in-depth measure, protect the environment against any possible adverse event.
The various options for FBNR make the utilization of all types of fissile and fertile materials such
as uranium, plutonium, and thorium possible. This allows that besides uranium one uses plutonium
resulting from the dismantling of nuclear weapons and the enormous quantity of thorium available
in countries like Brazil and India. Therefore, the fuel resources for FBNR are sufficient for
centuries if not for thousands of years.
The spent fuel from FBNR is in a form and size that can directly be used as a source of radiation for
irradiation purposes in agriculture and industry. Therefore, the spent fuel from FBNR may not be
considered as waste, in a peaceful world of the future, as it can perform a useful function. They
may be reprocessed similar to that of the LWR. Should reprocessing not be allowed, the spent fuel
elements can easily be vitrified in the modules and the whole module be deposited directly in a
waste repository. These factors result in reduced adverse environmental impact.
6.3. Safety and Reliability
The fuel elements in FBNR, due to the flow of coolant, form a suspended core, thus any motivation
for an accident will cut the power from the coolant pump. Consequently, the fuel elements fall out
of the core, by the force of gravity, back into the highly subcritical and passively cooled fuel
chamber.
The FBNR fuel elements are much more robust than that of a PWR. They are simply loosely
packed spherical fuel elements compared to the PWR fuel assemblies that are delicate structures
involving grids and thimble rods. Therefore, there is no seismic effect on the FBNR fuel.
The FBNR fuel elements consist of small spheres where each one contain less than 0.25% of fuel
that exists in a single fuel rod of a conventional PWR, thus any leakage from such a fuel element is
of insignificant consequence. It is very difficult to imagine a scenario that these fuel elements can
cause a major release of radioactivity, thus there is no need for any human relocation or evacuation
measures.
The FBNR utilizes the PWR technology, thus all safety basis for it has already been well established
by the IAEA and most national nuclear organizations. The computer codes to analyse the FBNR are
the modified versions of those used for the design and analysis of the conventional pressurized light
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water reactors. A variety of such codes are available which have been successfully applied to the
conventional PWR. Here, only the model of equivalence between a spherical and cylindrical fuel
element needs to be verified. Testing on a single module can simply do this experimental
verification. The test module simply consists of a pump and a 25 cm diameter tube that is partially
filled with spherical fuel pellets. It is put in a PWR test facility and the necessary experiments and
verifications are made. The prototype of the reactor will consist of a single module that can easily
be built at a relatively low cost.
Transportation of the FBNR is much simpler than that of the PWR fuel assemblies. They are
simply small spherical pellets instead of being about 4 m long fuel assemblies. The
decommissioning of FBNR is relatively a simple job as it being modular in design, they are small in
size and weight. There is no heavy pressure vessel.
A holistic life-cycle analysis of FBNR encompassing the effect on people and on the environment of
entire integrated fuel cycle is easily performed. The inherent safety and passive cooling nature of
the reactor before hand shows the safe results no matter what scenario is used.
6.4. Proliferation resistance
The irradiated coated particle fuel discharged from the reactor is very resistant against heat and
nitric acid, thus it is difficult to reprocess. Reprocessing technology has not been developed yet for
high temperature micro sphere fuel elements. It is not easy to acquire this technology. The
commercial grade plutonium contained in spent MFE is less accessible than from standard LWR
spent fuel.
Adopting a thorium cycle as an intrinsic measure will hinder the possibility of misuse of nuclear
materials for nuclear weapons. The mixing of thorium with low enriched uranium or plutonium
results in the production of U-233 that is diluted along with U-235 in U-238. The access to uranium
will only be possible through isotope separation techniques. The high Pu-238 to Pu-239 ratio and
the production of gamma emitting Tl-208 in the thorium cycle are hindrances to nuclear
proliferation.
The proposed World Nuclear Energy Company (WONEC), an international consortium responsible
for the development and deployment of FBNR will operate closely and faithfully under the auspices
of IAEA to eliminate the problem of proliferation.
6.5. Technical features and technological approaches used to facilitate physical protection.
The fuel is contained in a sealed module inaccessible to outsiders. It can only be manipulated in the
factory. Only under designed operating conditions the fuel remains in the core and the reactor can
become critical, but under any other situations, the fuel leaves the core and remains in a subcritical
state. Therefore, there is no scenario is envisaged where sabotage can provoke adverse
consequences.
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6.6. Non-technical factors and arrangements that could facilitate effective development and
deployment of reactor installation.
The existing nuclear power infrastructures and legal institutions can be used in deploying the
proposed reactor concept. The reactor fulfills the objectives of electricity generation, steam
production for industrial applications and water desalination.
It is desirable that an institution such as World Nuclear Energy Company (WONEC) be formed to
become a catalyst in organizing and coordinating the world-wide existing and to-be-created
scientific, technological and industrial elements in order to supply the world with clean and safe
nuclear energy. WONEC can supply the world with the proposed inherently safe nuclear reactor and
be responsible for its entire fuel cycle. It is to function as a commercial as well as scientific venture
with highest international standard. Its shares may be freely traded in the international financial
market. WONEC is to operate under auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
WONEC by the nature of its policies, compositions, and adopted legal and ethical values can have
the conditions and credibility to supply the world with nuclear energy and create public confidence
in nuclear energy.
The research and development needed are to be performed by the participation of all the interested
companies and research organizations of the world. It is to be done in a true spirit of international
cooperation and service to humanity. Nuclear technology no longer is a monopoly of any single or
group of nations and to various degrees most nations posses them. A new method of consultation
and decision making process will be applied in order to safeguard the interest of all. The
participants will not need to control WONEC to have their interests guaranteed. The project is to
remain a totally scientific, industrial, and economic venture, avoiding dominating national politics,
and remain in conformity with the spirit of the new age and the presently growing international
desire for world peace.
The developing countries are expected to show great interest in participating in WONEC since in
this way they will acquire nuclear power without the fear of being exploited by the vendors or
making very large investments for an independent national nuclear program. The industrialized
countries are expected to support the idea as well, since by participation in WONEC they will
benefit from the sales of their technologies to WONEC and partake in a very large nuclear reactor
sales market worldwide. Also the problem of nuclear proliferation that is of their great concern will
be under control. The WONEC is to operate in the spirit of the new era providing the citizens of the
world with clean and safe nuclear energy.
7. Enabling technologies relevant to the nuclear installation.
For the choice of utilization of coated particles as fuel, there is a need to develop the technology for
the fabrication of 8 mm fuel elements from the coated particles. It must then be tested before and
after irradiation. Since the irradiation involves small quantity of materials, it can easily be
performed in various facilities available around the world.
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For the choice of using uranium dioxide fuel, the technology of fabrication of 8 mm spheres from
UO2 powder needs to be developed. For initial stage, by grinding the cylindrical pellets produced
for PWR, the spherical elements can be formed. Stamping out of zircaloy sheet hemispheres that
can be welded together with the spherical fuel pellet put in between may do the cladding. The
testing procedures are similar to that for PWR fuel fabrication.
8. Status of R&D and planned schedule
The program of research and development of FBNR visualizes the following steps:
• Preparation of the conceptual design of the chosen option or options.
• Construction of a full size non-nuclear hydraulic module to verify the hydraulics behavior and
determine the basic parameters.
• Realization of neutronics, thermal hydraulics, and structural calculations.
• Fabrication and testing of the fuel necessary for the nuclear experiment.
• Engineering design of the prototype of the reactor.
• Performance of a zero power experiment with one module in a nuclear experimental facility.
• Construction of the single module prototype.
A preliminary program for research and development of the Fixed Bed Nuclear Reactor (FBNR)
concept, within and based on the scope of the Co-ordinated Research Project on Small Reactors
Without On-site Refuelling is defined below.
8.1 Comprehensive coordinated study of long-life cores for small reactors of various types with a
focus on the issues posed by extended fuel burn-up.
Inter-comparison of computer codes for neutronics, thermal-hydraulic, safety and mechanical
design qualification of small reactor cores with extended burn-up of fuel.
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4

Basic studies on the fuel type and method of securing reserve reactivity.
Study of the integrity of the fuel and cladding materials at very high fuel burnup
using coated particle fuel.
Study of the fuel enrichment requirements within the scope of nuclear nonproliferation considerations.
Study of the method of securing reserve reactivity by fresh fuel insertion and
utilization of burnable poison.

8.1.5 Neutronics calculations of FBNR.
8.1.5.1 Neutronics modeling and the choice of computer codes for the reactor core
composed of fuel elements made from coated particles.
8.1.5.2 Criticality calculations.
8.1.5.3 Burnup calculations.
8.1.5.4 Kinetics calculations.
8.1.6 Thermal-Hydraulics calculations of the FBNR core.
8.1.6.1 Thermal hydraulics modeling and the choice of computer codes for the reactor
core composed of fuel elements made from coated particles cooled by water.
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8.1.6.2 Calculations of fuel and coolant temperatures under different operating
conditions.
8.1.7 Safety Evaluation
8.1.7.1 Safety analysis under various accident scenarios including loss of coolant
accident, loss of flow accident, loss of power accident, anticipated transient
without scram, and the safety against terrorist’s actions.
8.1.8 Structural Calculations
8.1.8.1 Calculation of the thickness of the tubes that compose the core and the fuel
chamber.
8.1.8.2 Calculation of the structures that support the reactor modules.
8.1.6 Conceptual Design
A 3-dimensional design of the reactor concept is to be created using one of the
existing computer assisted design codes such as Pro-Engineer Wild Fire.
.
8.2 Hydraulics study of the fixed bed suspended core concept.
The IAEA Consultants participating in a Consultancy Meeting on Small Reactors without On-site
Refuelling (March 2004), comment on the FBNR the followings: “In particular, the Consultancy
noted that the innovative approach proposed in the Fixed Bed Nuclear Reactor (FNBR) concept
(Federal University of Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil) relating to hydraulically supported column of
spherical fuel elements offers a good potential to serve as a method of passive control of core
reactivity. This concept needs to be further developed and polished for its possible implementation
in small reactors.”
Therefore, a full size experimental hydraulic module made of transparent materials using stainless
steel balls to simulate fuel elements is to be constructed. The module is to be provided with
instrumentations to measure the basic hydraulics parameters such as pressure drop as a function of
coolant flow velocity under different core configurations. Videotape is to be made of the operation
in order to analyse the core behaviour under various simulated operational and accidental
conditions.
8.3 Comparative assessment of passive reactivity regulating systems.
8.3.1 Study of the various forms of reactivity control are to be made such as using fine control rod
in the centre of the module, use of absorber shell insertion, fixed bed level limiter, coolant pump
flow controller, or using the coolant valve flow controller option.
8.4 Comparative assessment of several passive decay heat removal systems.
8.4.1 Study of passive cooling of fuel chamber being cooled by natural convection to air.
8.4.2 Study of fuel chamber being cooled by natural convection to water.
8.4.3 Study of the fuel in the fuel chamber being cooled by the water from an accumulator.
8.5 R&D on coated particle type fuel for water-cooled reactors.
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8.5.1 Determination of the optimum size of the fuel element made from the coated particles for
utilization in FBNR.
8.5.2 Method of fabrication of the large (about 8 mm) diameter fuel elements from coated particles.
8.5.3 Testing of the irradiated and non-irradiated fuel elements.
8.6 Participation of various countries around the world.
There are many institutions in many countries that are showing interest in participating in the
project. There are many financial sources and possibilities around the world that can be utilized.
For example, if at least 3 European countries take part in the project, the European Community will
contribute with 50% of the cost. Many countries subsidize their clean energy related projects up to
60%. Others provide funds for research that will help elevate the level of science and technology in
their countries. There exist many visionary private investors who may provide risk capitals. The
nuclear industry and research institutions can make investments by supplying equipments, use of
their facilities, manpower, and technology. In this manner, the necessary funds can be raised.
As an example using the mentioned possibilities, an investment of $1 by the investor in country Ci
attracts $1.50 from the government and thus results in $2.50 for the project. With the contribution
of the European Community, it becomes $5.00. If 20 countries participate in this scheme, $100,00
becomes available for the project.
Therefore, the investment of only $10,000.00 each by 20
institutions from industry, research centers, or private investors can raise $1,000,000.00 for the
research and development of the project. The investments can be in the form of service, equipment,
or money.

Government
Research
Centres
Industry

Private
Investors

IAEA
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EC
Country
Ci

CRP- IAEA Coordinated Research
Project, the embryo of
WONEC – World Nuclear Energy
Company

9. Demonstration prototype
A non-nuclear experiment is needed to be performed to observe the hydraulic behaviour of the
system. Therefore, a full size experimental hydraulic module made of transparent materials using
stainless steel and or lead balls to simulate fuel elements need to be constructed. The module
should be provided with instrumentations to measure the basic hydraulics parameters such as
pressure drop as a function of coolant flow velocity under different core configurations. A
videotape is to be made of the operation in order to analyse the core behaviour under various
simulated operational and accidental conditions.
10. Other similar design activities.
There are similar activities going on in Russia at the All-Russian Nuclear Machinery Institute
(VNIIAM) in Moscow, and in the United States at the Battelle, Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL). It concerns the development of pebble bed boiling water reactor concept with
superheated steam [79]. A nuclear reactor with micro fuel element (MFE) cooled and moderated by
water is proposed. The reactor supplies energy to a 1500 MWe plant. The water in the reactor
pressure vessel is at 16 MPa pressure and 550 C temperature that allows a steam cycle thermal
efficiency of 43%.
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Appendix A : Design Descriptions

Single Module: The pressurized water flows upward through the fuel chamber made of highly
neutron absorbing alloy. Then it enters the core of the module. In the core, the coolant flows
horizontally passing the walls of the two perforated central tubes, which hold the fuel elements
between them. After absorbing heat in the core, it flows upward into the steam generator. The
steam generator is an integrated heat exchanger of shell and tube type. Then the coolant returns
down the outer space between the outer hexagonal tube and the core tube back to the pump and
distributor. The core level limiter defines the height of the core. The absorber shell sliding up
and down the core tube acts as a fine control rod. For detailed description see
www.rcgg.ufrgs./fbnr
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Operating condition: The spherical fuel elements are out of the fuel chamber and are in the core.
The core level limiter is adjusted allowing sufficient fuel elements enter the core in order to have the
reactor in the critical condition. The reserve reactivity is contained in the extra fuel elements that
are left in the fuel chamber outside the core.
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Shut down or accident conditions: The pump is turned off automatically; therefore, the fuel
elements fall out of the reactor core into the fuel chamber through the force of gravity.
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Shut down condition: The core is empty and the fuel elements are stored in the passively cooled
fuel chamber under a highly subcritical condition. The decay heat is dissipated through natural
convection.
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